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ABOUT 
MIRANDA MEDIA

We are a corporate communications 
consulting firm specializing in media 

relations, strategic communications, and 

crisis management in the Mexican market.

Through a multidisciplinary and multicultural 

team, we develop competitive and effective 
strategies in a personalized way that help our 

clients communicate the impact of their 

activities and daily operations to their main 
target audiences.5
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● Our industry experts provide on demand reports and advice about the Mexican 
market. Based on this common understanding of the landscape and our clients’ goals, 
we work together to form a comprehensive communication strategy. 
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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

MEDIA MONITORING

● We provide customized and translated news briefings that cover the most relevant 
industry news and any mentions of our clients. This also includes live coverage of the 
President’s daily morning press conferences. We deliver urgent news as it breaks so 
that our clients can be as prepared as possible.

MEDIA RELATIONS

● As former journalists, we have a vast network of press contacts and relationships that 
we’ve fostered over many years. We leverage that experience to help our clients 
achieve their PR goals. 



● Understanding the key stakeholders in your industry and Mexican government is 
crucial. Our research team provides clients with custom organizational charts and bios, 
they are reader-friendly and constantly being updated. 

KEY STAKEHOLDER RESEARCH

PRESS RELEASE DRAFTING

● Our team of former journalists and finance professionals are here to guide our clients 
through the entire press release process.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

● We have years of experience solving crises in a volatile environment. Our first step is to 
conduct an in-depth risk analysis and develop mitigation strategies for our clients’ 
unique situations. Our constant media monitoring catches issues early and our experts 
are available 24/7 to jump into action.
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

BONDHOLDERS



TEAM

Damian founded Miranda Partners in 2018, before he was Mexico Country Manager of UBS from 2001 
to 2018, where he oversaw the 180-person local Investment Banking, Wealth Management and Equity 
businesses. He previously ran UBS’s Latin American Equity division, worked as Director of UBS LatAm 
Equity Research, and was “Number One” ranked LatAm “Institutional Investor” equity analyst for 
multiple years. Prior to banking, Damian was a journalist at The Economist (economics correspondent), 
and at the Financial Times (Mexico bureau chief). He holds a CFA, an MPA from Harvard University, and 
BA from Oxford University in Economics and Philosophy.

DAMIAN FRASER
PARTNER

Gabriela is a journalist and communications specialist, with a focus on the economic and financial sectors, 
from the Universidad Iberoamericana. She has worked with outlets such as La Jornada and 
elEconomista.es, and was the director of EconomíaHoy.mx for three years. She has a Master’s Degree in 
Journalism and Public Policy from CIDE. Gabriela’s main areas of interest are financial inclusion and the 
gender wage gap.
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DISCLAIMER

The presentation hereby attached was created by “MIRANDA PARTNERS” (“Miranda Partners”). The information is presented in summarized form 
and is  not meant to be complete. There are no declarations or guarantees, expressed or implicit, in respect to the accuracy, impartiality or integrity 
of the  information.
Miranda Partners, in accordance to applicable legislation, has made sure that the presented personalized recommendation is reasonable to the 
client, as it  has verified congruence between the client’s profile and the profile of the financial product. Under no circumstance should it be 
understood that the  fulfilment of the previously mentioned recommendation, guarantees the result or the success of the proposed strategies in the 
presented document.
The information included in this presentation was obtained from public and/or private sources. The projections or foresights included in this 
presentation,  are a generalized recommendation and are based on subjective assumptions and estimations about events and circumstances that 
have not yet happened  and are subjected to significant variations. Therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that any of the results included in the 
presentation will happen in the  future, in other words, it does not guarantee the result or the success of the posed strategies.
This presentation has been prepared solely with informational purposes. No declarations are made in respects to precision, sufficiency, veracity or 
accuracy  of the information and opinions hereby included. Miranda Partners will not answer (either because of negligence or for any other reason) 
for any damage  or detriment derived or related to the use of this presentation or its content, or any connection to the presentation. Miranda 
Partners is not responsible for  the use or association with this presentation, including but not limited to, any declaration, expressed or implicit or 
guarantees or omissions included in this  information.
This presentation is based on facts and/or events that have happened up to this date, consequently any future facts and/or events can impair the  
conclusions hereby expressed. Miranda Partners does not assume any responsibility to update, review, rectify or invalidate this presentation based 
on any  future occurrence.
The opinions related to this presentation eventually expressed by Miranda Partners, should be considered only as suggestions/recommendations to 
better  operate various topics related to the presentation.
All the information included in this presentation should be kept strictly confidential. This presentation and its contents are property of Miranda 
Partners  and cannot be reproduced or broadcast in part or in its entirety without the previous written consent of Miranda Partners.
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